
MeiosisMeiosis



Humans have 46 chromosomes or 23 pairsHumans have 46 chromosomes or 23 pairs
Genes are segments of DNAGenes are segments of DNA
DNA=Deoxyribonucleic AcidDNA=Deoxyribonucleic Acid
1 chromosome comes from mom and 1 1 chromosome comes from mom and 1 
from dad called from dad called homologoushomologous chromosomeschromosomes



During During meiosismeiosis the # of chromosomes are the # of chromosomes are 
cut in half (cut in half (haploidshaploids))
After fertilization 2 haploid come together After fertilization 2 haploid come together 
to create a to create a diploiddiploid cellcell
Haploid cells contain Haploid cells contain n n number of cellsnumber of cells
Diploid cells contain Diploid cells contain 2n2n number of cellsnumber of cells
n+nn+n=2n  or (23+23=46)=2n  or (23+23=46)



Prophase IProphase I

Pairing of homologous Pairing of homologous 
chromosomeschromosomes
Crossing overCrossing over
Nuclear envelop Nuclear envelop 
breaks downbreaks down
Spindles formSpindles form



Crossing OverCrossing Over

Mother and father chromosomes exchange parts Mother and father chromosomes exchange parts 
of their DNA.of their DNA.
This makes for more genetic diversityThis makes for more genetic diversity
Why your brother or sister look different than Why your brother or sister look different than 
you. you. 



Metaphase IMetaphase I

Homologous Homologous 
chromosomes line up chromosomes line up 
at the equator.at the equator.



Anaphase IAnaphase I

Homologous Homologous 
chromosomes chromosomes 
separate and move separate and move 
to opposite poles of to opposite poles of 
the cellthe cell



TelophaseTelophase
 

II

SpiindlesSpiindles break downbreak down
Chromosomes uncoil Chromosomes uncoil 
& form two nuclei& form two nuclei
The cell dividesThe cell divides



Prophase IIProphase II

Chromosomes Chromosomes 
condensecondense
Spindles form & Spindles form & 
attach to attach to 
chromosomeschromosomes



Metaphase IIMetaphase II

Chromosomes line up Chromosomes line up 
at the equatorat the equator



Anaphase IIAnaphase II

CentromeresCentromeres splitsplit
Sister Sister chromatidschromatids
separate and mover separate and mover 
to opposite polesto opposite poles



TelophaseTelophase
 

IIII

Four nuclei formFour nuclei form
Spindles break downSpindles break down
Cells divideCells divide
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